District Grand Master Provides Officer Trainings
for Continued Chapter Growth

In partnership with the international fraternity and district grand master Jordan Valenti
(Kappa Rho, Boise State University) and area recruitment advisor Hunter Labbie (Sigma Xi,
University of West Florida), the current officers of Gamma Theta chapter received training
on their current roles to support continued growth. Other chapters from Eastern Washington
University, University of Montana, and Gonzaga University participated in the weekend-long
summit.
Topics included: officer roles, recruitment & retention, and best practices for focused
leadership that will maintain continued success.

Pictured are current Executive Board members Luke Martindale, Grand Scribe; Alec Wiest,
Grand Procurator; Mason Petersheim, Grand Master; Casey Bouillon, Grand Master of
Ceremonies, and Nick Mautone, Grand Treasurer.

3 Pledge During Winter Rush
Even with the success in the fall, the current house membership looked to add "a few good
men" with a winter rush. The membership collected recommendations from their classmates
and associates as pledges and the chapter's Instagram account video showing the benefits
showed the benefits of being a part of our chapter's legacy.
As of today, the chapter has gained three new pledges who will be supported toward
initiation in the early spring. Recruitment efforts will continue through February 7th.

Become a Mentor to Our Members
Built upon the pillars of fellowship, leadership, scholarship, and service, we would like to
match current house membership with an alumnus with a similar major or life experience.
We imagine that current members would create a regular schedule of check-in via
telephone/video meeting with a focus on supporting the student during the school year and
after graduation. If you'd be interested in this partnership for the remainder of the 20212022 school year, please provide the information below.

Can You Add Some Chairs to Your Cart?
The Gamma Theta Housing Corporation continues to reinvest in the chapter house. Last
summer, a soft water system was installed and the drop-ceiling and lighting was replaced in
the dining room. Also we have replaced three of our dining room tables. But, as the chapter
continues to grow, we will need to replace three more tables and all of our stacking chairs.
We have the desired items in our Amazon wish list and hope that any of our alumni would
consider adding an item to your cart, which would then be shipped directly to the chapter
house in your name. Thanks for your consideration.

A.E.K.Δ.B.
Alumni Board of Control and Gamma Theta Housing Corporation
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